Hamilton Beach® 12 Cup Coffee Maker with Automatic Grounds Dispenser

**Keeps Coffee Fresh** – Avoid opening and resealing a bag resulting in less air exposure and fresher tasting coffee from the first to the last cup.

**Dispenses the Grounds for You** – Never again will the coffee be too weak or too strong. This new coffee maker automatically dispenses the corresponding amount of grounds based on desired number of cups. Find your perfect balance and never be disappointed at first sip again.

**Three Brewing Options** – Not all tastes are the same. Select Regular or Bold for a personalized cup. The unit also allows for 1-4 cup selection ensuring a small batch is just as enjoyable as a full carafe of 12 cups.

**More Features, Better Mornings** – Don't wait for that first cup. Programmable up to 24 hours in advance and featuring an auto pause and serve button, the coffee is ready at your convenience. This coffee maker also comes equipped with a front access water tank making fill-up a breeze.

**Cleanliness is Key** – Used daily by many, a coffee maker must be easy to clean. This drip free carafe makes pouring tidy and is equipped with a clean cycle notification. The swing out filter basket is also easy to reach and clean, and the auto-dispenser prevents the chance of spilling grounds on your counter each day.

**DETAILS**

**Product Name:** Hamilton Beach® 12 Cup Coffee Maker with Automatic Grounds Dispenser (Model 45400)

**MSRP:** $99.99

**Availability:** June 2017

**Media Contact:** Mary Beth Brault  l  804-418-8868  l  marybeth.brault@hamiltonbeach.com